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Gain peace of mind
with Mechanical
Breakdown
Insurance. Ask us
how.

$54,990

VIN

Engine

Includes GST

-6 out of 6 stars

-

Fuel Saver Rating

Auto

Cash Price
5 door, Wagon

Fuel Type

History

27,487 km

Odometer

Seats

White

Audio

Body

$290.35
Transmission

PRF535

Finance this vehicle
from only

This 2022 Tesla Model Y commands attention with its sleek, modern aesthetic. Plenty of range for every kind of drive. From daily driving
to family road trips, charging the Model Y is fast, convenient and accessible anywhere theres electricity. Enjoy an airy and open feel with
an all-glass roof. Layers of acoustic glass provide a quiet ride as well as protection from glare, heat and UV rays.

Features include Full Leather Interior with Heated Electric Seats, Heated Steering Wheel, Dash Camera, Surround View Camera,
Electric Tailgate, Spotify, Onboard Games and Car Karaoke, Speed Sign Recognition, Auto Lights/High beam, Auto Wipers, Traffic
Aware Cruise Control, AutoPilot, 19" Gemini Wheels and so much more!

Plus let's not forget the savings and speed that come with this revolutionary machine. With its all-electric powertrain, the Model Y offers
not only an environmentally friendly alternative, but also significant cost savings on fuel and maintenance. Its impressive acceleration
and responsive handling ensure that every drive is nothing short of exhilarating!

Stock #34978

VEHICLE INFORMATION

Features / Comments

2022 Tesla Model Y 60KW

Ext Colour

5 seats

Reg No.

Interior

*Finance calculation based on a 60 month term, no deposit  and with an example annual fixed interest rate of 12.95%. Actual interest rate may be higher or lower.
Establishment fee of $75 and Broker fee of $295 are included in the calculations. Full term amount payable of $75,492. Estimate only, not an offer of finance. Terms, conditions
and lending criteria apply.


